* NOTE: Each cable length not to exceed 160 ft. Total length not to exceed 400 ft.

QuickConnect Cable (Class 2)

GGRC-SPLITTER (1 to 2 Cable Splitter)

Control Sequence: The Daylight Sensor will control 0-10V dimmers in any Room Controller. It is connected to. Individual daylight gains can be set uniquely using the on board trim pots for up to six unique daylight zones. The daylight sensor can be connected to two Room Controllers.

QuickConnect Cable (Class 2)

GGRC-SPLITTER (1 to 2 Cable Splitter)

Additional Wallstation (Back)

Control Sequence: Wallstations can be shared between up to four Room Controllers. Button presses still perform the same function in all connected Room Controllers.

This can allow for Wallstations to be shared over a large area and Occupancy and Daylight Sensors to control smaller zones.